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Risks at Aldermaston
Duncan Campbell writes: The safety record of one
of the Defence Ministry's most sensitive establish-
ments - the Aldermaston atomic weapons centre -
has now been thoroughly scrutinised under a public
spotlight, and found thoroughly deficient. Many
changes will take place as the centre returns to
normal operation. The safety report by government
medical adviser Sir Edward Pochin, which was
published last week, notes a remarkable unconcern
over the importance of health and safety factors in ,
an establishment concerned with one of the riskiest
production lines imaginable.

Underlying this are some examples - documented
at length in the. report - of systematic misunder-
-standing or ignorance of the factors neccessary for
safet.y. Time, money, and perhaps more was wasted
on equipment which didn't do the right job, or was
installed in the wrong place, or even increased the
.risk. For example:
• Many rooms where radioactive material is hand-

led have to have considerable ventilation to
avoid risk of contamination. The entire volume
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-
of air in a room may be changed as often as once
every 80 seconds, a factor which is actually irrel-
evant, as the vast air flow may not even disturb
some surfaces where radioactive dust lingers.
The 'basic concept' was 'erroneous' .

• Water sprays were used in an attempt to prevent
dust rising; in fact this precaution would result in
more fine dust being suspended in the atmos-
phere. This was 'detrimental' to health .

• Tests of plutonium exposure of Aldermaston
workers were done only by taking urine samples,
even though other nuclear experimental centres'
had known for years that this was irrelevant to
the major hazard - the breathing of plutonium as
dust. The discovery of plutonium concentrations
in several workers' lungs was a major factor
behind the recent inquiry.
Examples like these demonstrated the extent to

which the real safety issue was fudged, even when
, genuine concern was being exercised. Even this was
not always the case - the health physics establish-
ment was well below strength, and management and
training difficulties as well as lack of staff had
intensified bad practices.

Of more concern still, perhaps, is the demonstra-
tion of systematic errors in understanding science
and technology by a section of the nuclear industry,
even when it was their lives on the line. It should be
said that practices at British Nuclear Fuels' Wind-
scale plant and elsewhere reportedly compare very
favourably with Aldermaston. But one systematic
misunderstanding is still perpetrated by all parties:
the concept of a 'safe' level of radiation exposure,
which underpins much of the analysis in the Pochin
report, and of course any assessment of the risks of
nuclear power. Just one radioactive particle may
start a cancerous cell, and any increase will magnify
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the hazard to health, even if little more than back-
ground level. The issue then shifts to containing
radiation to 'permissible' or 'recommended' levels.
And who judges the 'permissibility' of giving
.another cancer?

Intelligence fantasies
Duncan Campbell writes: The lobbyists of the right
have hit back at the allegations of Mr Sia Zand - the
Iranian defector who claims that certain British
journalists have been in the pay of the Shah of Iran
- in a burst of fantasy which illuminates them rather,
than Zand, In the New York Times of23 November
'British Intelligence Sources known for a generally
hard line attitude' are quoted on the subject of Mr
Zand, who, they say, 'has been taken over by "the
Agee ring" , - said to be a group of writers and
activists who were friendly with CIA critic Philip
Agee. The 'sources' ventured one name of this
Agee circle - mine. Because of these taunts, Mr
Zand was not to be trusted.
Mr Zand has not met me, or indeed anyone who

might be part of an 'Agee ring' as described. The
-incident points to a clear and no doubt witting
fantasy being perpetrated by some sections of Brit-
ish intelligence agencies and their lobbyists, namely
that any critic of their activities is a servant of
Moscow, orchestrated by betes noires like Agee ..

Mr Zand's allegations still await substantiation,
although it is notable that the Iranian embassy has
admitted the practice of giving expensive gifts to
journalists. Embassy spokesmen have helpfully
refuted any suggestion that Mr Zand was 'a puppet
of communists or Trotskyites'.
The fantasies of 'British intelligence sources' will

also leave their mark elsewhere this week.
Attorney-General Sam Silkin is to face a meeting;
of the Parliamentary Labour Party this Thursday to
explain why he allowed 'unsubstantiated' and
'oppressive' charges under Section One of the Offi-
cial Secrets Act to be brought in the recent' trial
on the recommendation of security advisers.
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